VIVIDO
NEW OFFICIAL SOCCER BALL OF THE NCAA
REPLACING THE FORTE II

VIVIDO INNOVATIONS AND FEATURES

SUPERIOR SPIN TECHNOLOGY:
VST (Visual Spin Technology) uses color variance to allow easier spin detection and ball tracking, so you can read and react to where the game is going.

TOUCH & CONTROL:
From the first touch you’ll know this ball is different, rooted in the feel of the micro-textured cover, it improves boot to ball control upon every touch.

STRIKING ZONES:
Wilson’s unique 20-panel design optimizes geometric striking zones for controlled, precise strikes.

EXTENDED DURABILITY:
Fybrid Fused Technology minimized moisture intake to prolong the life and performance of the ball.

TIMELINE:
Retail Launch = March 2022
NCAA/High School Official Launch = July 2022
Official Ball used in NCAA College Cup = December 2022
NFHS, FIFA AND NCAA APPROVED